GIVE

YOUR

CUSTOMERS

CONFIDENCE

it is the security they enjoy when you protect
their sensitive information in digital payments

¿WHO WE ARE?
We are a Colombian Company certified as QSA
"Qualified Security Assessor" and "PCI 3DS Assessor".
Recognition that supports us to carry out compliance evaluations to financial

organizations, businesses and service providers that handle operations with credit
and debit cards covered by the main card brands, with coverage and experience in
Latin America and the Caribbean.

"Do what you know how to do best and gives you more value
and leave everything else in the hands of an ally who knows
how to do it better than you":
SENSITIVE DATA PROTECTION IN DIGITAL PAYMENTS

"There is no better defense than a good attack" it will
always be better to take advantage of opportunities.
Taking the initiative is the best way to avoid being
attacked.
¡That is our mission! And that is why we are here, to
help you protect digital transactions or payments,
through best industry practices that ensure sensitive
information that allows a transaction or payment to
be carried out and mitigate the risk of an information
leak.

WE ARE YOUR PARTNER IN
DIGITAL PAYMENT SECURITY

We are IQ Information Quality. The only
Colombian company and one of the six
(6) locations in Latin America endorsed
by the PCI SSC to validate compliance with
PCI standards, whose purpose is to ensure
payments with credit or debit cards.

We are like the security guard who
watches over your house:
Completely trustworthy
Your most valuable equity is in the best
hands.
You will have a support and follow-up
team with one-on-one personalised
service and direct communication

Information Security risks have no limits.
As QSA we have carried out monitoring in
security strategies in digital payments in
Colombia,
Peru,
Ecuador,
Panama,
Honduras, El Salvador, Venezuela, Chile,
Costa Rica, Mexico.

If impartiality requires objectivity, that's
what we are. We do not sell hardware or
software products that compromise our
independence of judgment in PCI
assessment processes.

You will have people specialized in
different areas who, based on a
previous
analysis,
offer
tailored
solutions giving quick and efficient
answers.

To generate trust and protection for
your clients in value transactions, we
deliver all our knowledge in the
payment industry.

Because digital payment security risks are present in all of the ecosystem actors,
we have experience with:

OUR SERVICES

Security in electronic payments

Compliance
We validate compliance with PCI DSS, PCI 3DS
standards

Information Security
We design an information security model to
follow for internal and external users when they
interact with the organization's information
assets

Vulnerability Management
We help you in the identification, evaluation
and correction of vulnerabilities in your
organisation's
information
system
and
applications

Applications Security

In partnership with VERACODE we offer you a
cloud service to implement application
security, which is integrated into the entire
software development cycle

Training and Advice
As your customer and your business are the
most important thing, we will train you on
everything you need to know about security in
electronic payments
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OTHER SERVICES

supporting the protection of
value transactions
PCI DSS, PCI 3DS Documentary Framework Definition
Scope reduction
Accompaniment in the closure of findings
External and internal penetration testing
Risk assessment
Application code review
Scanning of internal and external vulnerabilities

¿HOW CAN
WE HELP YOU?

OUR ALLIES IN DIGITAL
PAYMENT SECURITY

ASV external vulnerability scan
Qualys Guard PCI allows businesses and service providers to “scan” the
peripheral network to identify, eliminate security vulnerabilities and
send the scan to the Acquirer
Evaluation of internal vulnerabilities
Qualys lets you identify vulnerabilities with the most complete and
updated vulnerability knowledge database available on the market.

WEB applications vulnerability test
We provide services under a SaaS “Software as a Service” scheme,
performing web application vulnerability assessment automatically

Security in applications
In alliance with Veracode, we offer a cloud service to perform the
security review of the executable code of the applications, in order to
identify their vulnerabilities and support compliance with PCI
standards.
Veracode additionally provides code verification for
applications, for Android and Apple iOS operating systems.
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In digital payments we help you protect your
customer information and your business.

IQ Information Quality S.A.S.

Calle 118 #19-52 Ofic 204 Bogotá, Colombia
PBX: +57 601 6582968

WhatsApp: +57 317 433 5321

Email: comercial@iqcol.com
www.iqcol.com

